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Annual Business Meeting, January 18, 1938

president John M. Willson called the Annual Business Meeting
to order at 1:15 P.M, on January 18, 1938, in the Pennsylvania Farm
Shovv Building at Harrisburg.

The minutes of the previous annual meeting and the report of
the secretary-Treasurer were read and approved. The Treasurer's
report showed total receipts for the year of $202.05 and expenditures
f |153,85, and a balance on hand of |48.20.

The report of the Pennsylvania Ten-Ton Tomato Club Committee
also was made by the secretary-Treasurer, who reported receipts of
this Committee of $439.23, of vhich |395.00 were' from donations and
|44.23 were from sale of printed reports. Expenditures connected
^ith the publication of the annual report and with the presentation
of prizes and certificates v/ere $425.88, leaving a balance of $13.35
in the special fund of this Committee*

Resolutions were adopted, in which approval v/as expressed of
the work of the Pennsylvania state College' Experiment Station and
Extension service, and a request was made for increased support of
their work; approval was given- to standardization of vegetable va-
riety names, type specifications, variety trial methods,'' and seed
certification requirements among the different states; a protest was
i^ade against restriction of local or interstate movement of agricul-
tural products through group coercion, marketing or quarantine regu-
lations, and racketeering; a protest was made against the 70-car
train length bill; a reconimendation was made that land which was re-
leased from cash-crop production under the soil Conservation program
should not be allowed to be diverted to production of other cash
crops; disapproval was expressed of the diversion of gasoline tax
^oney to purposes other than road construction and maintenance; and
a request Vv^as made for rebates of liquid fuel taxes on fuel used in
I arm tractors.

A. C* Thompson was authorized to represent the Pennsylvania
vegetable Growers^ Association on the Commission of Philadelphia
distribution and produce men to consider changes in Philadelphia
niarkets^

.
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The following officers were elected for 1958:

t^

president ------
Vice-President- ^ ^ ^.

secretary-Treasurer -

A- C.
R. R.
W. B,

Thompson, llorrisville
Brader, Berwick
Mack, State College

Directors - - "Tlarry Hopkins, Clarks Sunmit
Gilbert S* Watts, Bellwood

'^

H. N. Dudley, Bustle ton
John M. Will son, Belle yernon,
Harry a. Brackbill, Malvern .

W. B. Nissley, State College
Carl D. Huher, Lititz
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Sone of the talks presented at the meeting are reported^
below. Those which were given in the form of movies v;ith comments
on the more important points naturally cannot be reported here;
members who did not attend the meeting unfortunately will receive
no direct benefit from them.

Market preferences for Vegetables

Paul Work
Department of Vegetable Crops at Cornell University

Those vegetable growers who do not sell at retail - and that
is by all odds, the majority of them, - are likely to be unmindful of

the housewife and her preferences when she buys for her family.
Growers are likely to think only of pleasing the man to v/hom they
sell, shipping point dealer, canner, wholesaler or retailer. Ev^n
the housewife is a middleman for her effort is to please those who
surround her table - and she is pretty close to her customers. 3^^^

knov/s their choices and their foibles. The further away from the
latter we are, the more are the preferences of the actual consumer
colored and confused and masked by the preferences of the man wh©
handles the goods. He cherishes unfounded prejudices as well as
much of sound experience.

We stand in need of research to reveal consumer preferences
and, happily, ther^ is a definite trend toward such studies. Along
with these must go studies of the actual quality of our goods as
harvested and as delivered to the housewife. Many such studies hav^^

been made Vv^ith eggs and apples and some other farm products. AKiong
the vegetables, that "majority leader^' - the potato - has received
most of the attention.

A (far reaching investigation of quality and preference in
potatoes is now in progress at Cornell, using the resources of
Departments of vegetable Crops and Agricultural Economics, and of
the college of Home Economics. Hardenburg has already reported on
grade analysis of potatoes on Cleveland market. This city was chosen
with Rochester becausf^ it receives potatoes from many states. Analy-
sis of 143 samples from retail stores in Cleveland showed 40^ culls,

l&fo U.S. #2; 30^ U.S. Commercial and only llfo U.S. No. 1 and Fancy,
X definite price advantage for the better grades was shovm. Bruising
was the commonest form of damage. Another study showed 6% of bruis-
ing as unloaded from the car and 26% of bruising in the store • our
products are not too well handled after they leave us.

Major Requirements

Research has not gone far enough to show consumer preferences
on the finer points of quality, some preferences we know pretty well
and a few casual visits to retail stores show how often the goods
offered fails to me^t these elementary requirements. Aniong them are:

(1) Freshness.
($): Freedom from dirt. '

(3) Minimum waste in preparation as caused by
blemishes or uneven form.

(4) Minimum labor in preparation.
(5) Freedom from grosser short-comings in flavor,

texture, and the like.

Consumer Education

we ask what the consumer wants. We may not wait until the
buyer calls for it. In most cases, improvements in what we buy came
first, - the buyer found them good and now demands them. It has been
so with better cars and better apples and better snap beans, people
are asking for better celery but they buy many tons that are not so
good.

The public is learning but we can do much to help. We can use
the press as New Jersey demonstrations so well in th^ir *»Clip Service. »»

V^riters of household columns are eager for fresh news about foods and
how to care for them and use them. Countless club meetings welcome
talks and movies along these lines.

A place for Various Grades

Some preaching suggests we should banish utility grades, - in
fact anything under U. S» #1 or even U. S. Fancy. But the mass of
the eating public can no more pay for top notch goods than growers
can produce it 100^. It is a matter of judgment v/hat quality-level
of buyers one ^ould cater to, considering costs, returns and volume.
The man who does a good job in his chosen field is worthy of equal
respect whatever the quality level. Only dump markets and junk pro-
duce offer little lure.

It is our job to grow good goods and to see that it remains
that w^ay. Fortunately, high yields usually favor both quality and
economy. This means attention to soil, to fertility, to seed, to
moisture and to enemies.
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Harve st When Right

proper stage of maturity for harvesting is sadly neglected.

It costs money to harvest oftener but with many of our products, the

good edible stage passes quickly. A happy medium between quality and

cost must be arrived at. Strains of even maturity help greatly^

Careless help may skip sweet com that is ready and so the quality of

the next pulling is sadly marred.

Clean ^em Up

Dirt does not go on our markets any more. Wiping, brushing,
washing are becoming more common. Our fear of wetting things declines

as we learn to cool them and keep them cool, and as we observe that
water soon disappears by drying and absorption. Washing both fresh-

ens and cools. ^ It must, however, be practiced with judgment. Newer
equipment is becoming available to (Jo a good job on small scale as

well as large scale operations*

Grading

There is no general rule to show just v;hen grading will pay and

how much we should do. Whatever standard of quality we adopt, our

goods should conform to it. Actually, we grade when we pick the good

and leave the culls unharvested, even though we may net call it that.

In general, poor specimens in a package or car cut the price out of

all proportion. Standardized goods can be bought and sold sight un-

seen. Leaving culls behind relieves gluts and avoids wasteful cost

in packaging and handling, seldom is there a glut of first class
goods and if there is an oversupply of quality produce, the best still

sells first. In practice one must decide on a standard and keep it.

Good labeling is necessary so that our grading may be recognized.

For shipping, government inspection gives authority to our grading.

Packaging

Good packaging carries our goods to destination, protects it

from damage and helps to sell it. The container is chosen for these
ends and to fit the product, to fit the market and with due regard
to costs.

old orange crates and other used containers are employed for
many products for which they are ill adapted to say nothing of using
them when they are crippled and dirty, second hand containers have

a place without a doubt but an increasing percentage of our goods,
even for local sale, now goes into new pack^iges. We need further
attention to packaging of products often handled in bulk for nearby
sale. Big piles of root crops exposed to dirt, evaporation and

, rough handling represent bad marketing.

Packaging to go through to the consumer is definitely gaining,
small bask,ets and cartons and bags for onions^ potatoes and tomatoes
and other vegetables are being widely used.

paper is now very general for celery, for liners for lettuce
and carrots and for top protection for baskets and crates. It affords?

valuable means for labeling and dress up.

Jumble pack of tomatoes is giving way to layer arranger.Bnt , for

hothouse goods and increasingly, for the field product.

New England grcv/ers are leading in these advances for local

market

.

Simple set-ups

we often think of good grading and packing as calling for huge

preduction, elaborate equipment and a big force of workers. The

waste of time and energy by workers in awkward positions is appalling

as one of our speakers pointed out when he referred to the »' gossip

circles'^ bunching beets or grten onions.

Siniple sorting tables, small moving belts, and intelligent

arrangements for the work save time, avoid undue tirihg and yield a

better job. A canvas lined table of three bins with three packing

'stands can be made of new lumber for |20.00 or less, counting labor.

Even a single worker can use it to advantage. Manufactured equipment

f#r sorting and washing is available in small units for potatoes,

onions, tomatoes and other vegetables. Even much of our California
and Elorida goods is handled with simple equipment. •

i

T<»mperature

Temperature and evaporation are the causes of a great share of^

deterioration in our goods on the v/ay to market, sweet corn loses

half its sugar in 24 hours at 86^ T. The process goes on only half

as fast at 68^ F and a quarter as fast at 50 F.

Harvesting when cool, precooling and keeping it cool are prac-

tical measures for insuring minimum decline in quality, not only in

sugar changes as in sweet corn but in decay as well. Evaporation
itself is slowed at lower temperature. Keeping in a cold room,

dipping in cold water, package icin^g and icing in car or truck are

practiced every day. A New York groA^er is getting jremlum prices for

sweet com by these methods. Many Boston producers are using ice in

boxes of celery and radishes. c

Fight for the Returns

If one expects the trade to fall
premium for well handled goods, he is
Want better quality but they want it a
get it. on the other hand, many deale
•v/illing to pay for it because they can
But one must find the right outlets.
the goods and It is a constant fight t

extra nickel or dime that is required
yield an extra margin. One fellow say
collect the extra price." At the same
and reaps a reward in his bank account

all over itself to pay a
due for disillusionment. They
t the same price if they can
rs recognize quality and are
make more profit with It •

one must stand on the merit of

o win the extra penny or the

to pay the extra cost and to

s '^It^s very nice but I cannot
time, another fellow does it

and in his deep satisfaction.
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Twanty Years' Experiments on Fertilisers for Vegetable crops

Warren B% Mack

Among the extensive studies on canning crops at The Pennsyl-
vania state college are the fertilizer experiments on truck crops,
including tomatoes, sweet corn, cabbage, and potatoes. The experi--
ments on tomatoes were begun in 1919, and those on sweet corn in
1929; 19 years' results have been obtained on tomatoes, and 9 years'
on sweet corn. The only vegetable experiments of longer duration
at this station are Dr. C. E/ Myers' breeding experiments, which have
been in progress on tomatoes for 26 years and on sweet corn for 12
years

•

seme of the outstanding results v/ith tomatoes are presented
in Tables 1, 2 and 3, Table 1 shows the value of complete fertilizer
in comparison with incomplete fertilizer or single-element fertilizers,
as well as the importance of high phosphorus content in the complete
fertilizer. The improvements in yield brought about by moderate
applications of manure also are apparent.

Table 2 shows that the different fertilizers cause little
difference in the quality of tomatoes, as indicated by the percentage
r>f the total yield which was raarketable. phosphorus and potash,
applied alone, appear to have imprc^ved quality slightly, but the
yields were too low to make this an advantage.

Table 3 shows for swei^t corn about the same as does Table 1
for tomatoes, except th^t nitrogen and potash, when added to in-
complete mixtures, resulted in small improvements in yield; phos-
phorus, r>n the other hand, increased yields considerably, with
either nitrogen or potash or both. Large applications of complete
fertilizer, however, were evidently not profitable, nor are amounts
of manure above 20 tons per acre economical to epply.

•
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Table 2. Effect of Fertilizer Elements on Tomato Q,uality, 1930-1937.

Treatment

P..
K
NP
NK
PK
NPK
(1/2N) PK
(3/2N) PK

N (1/2P) K
N (3/2P) K ;.
IIP (1/2K}
NP (3/2K)
1/2 (NPK)
3/2 (NPK) - •

2 (NPK) •

NPK* 10 tons manure
20 tons manure
30 tons manure
40 tons manure

N « 375 lb. nitrate of soda;

K s 160 lb. 50^ muriate .-
J-

percentage
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Recent laprovements In Vegetable rejtlllzers

probably the most noteworthy changes in commercial fertilizers
during the past few years have been the introduction of the following

j

••*'<*'••. »#^ I

1. Granular fertilizers^
£• Acid-neutral and physiologically neutral fertilizer mixtures^
Z. Minor element additions to mixed fertilizers.

•».« -••

The question as to if*iether or not these changes may be con-
sidered to be improvements requires experimental evidence to decide
the answer.. Fortunately, such evidence on certain parts of the ques-
tion has been secured at Penn state during the past few years, and at
other Agricultural Experiment Stations regarding other phases of the
problem •

Granular fertilizers have been tested in comparison with the
ordinary powdered type during the past two seasons, in 1936, the
two types, represented by granular and p^^dered superphosphate in
home-mixed complete fertilizers containing the same amo\mts of granu-
lar nitrate of soda and crystalline muriate of potash, were compared
in broadcast applications on spinach and beets, m these tests, the
superphosphate was the only carrier in which the two contrasting T
characteristics were present - that is, the nitrogen and potash
carriers were granular in both mixtures, and only the superphosphate
was either granular or powdered,

J

in these tests, which were carried out on plantings made in
late July, just as a rather hot, dry period was beginning, the powdered
or ordinary type of superphosphate appeared to best advantage.

In 1937, however, commercial granular and powdered mixtures
were compared on four crops, planted at different times during the
season. The crops were early cabbage, beans, spinach, and carrots.
Fertilizers were applied in the row for cabbage, in a band alonside
the row for beans, and broadcast for carrots and spinach. No sig-
nificant difference in yield was observed between the two forms of
complete fertilizer. Table 4 shows results of a ccmparison of
granular and powdered complete fertilizers on beans.

physiologically neutral fertilizers are those vhich do not
change the acidity of the soil. To illustrate the effects of physio- .

logically acid fertilizers, results of experiments at penn State pro-
vide important data. Four plots which received 300 lb* of aimnonium
sulphate 625 lb. of superphosphate, and 160 lb. of muriate of potash
yearly for the past 12 years and every other year for 8 years pre-
viously, had soil pH values as low as 4.75, and averaged 5.1. Eight
plots receiving the same fertilizer, but witjhiout muriate of potash,
averaged pH 5.0; four plots receiving dried blood supplying the same
amount of nitrogen as did the ammonium sulfate, together with the
same amounts of superphosphate and muriate of potash had pH values
from 4.9 to 6.1, and averaged 5.5; 12 plots with nitrate of soda as
the nitrogen carrier had pH values from 5.5 to 6.7, and averaged 6.2.
The limestone required to neutralize the acidity of the sulfate of
ammonia plots ranged from 4300 to 7000 lb. to the acre; that of the
dried blood plots, from 3300 to 5700 lb. to the acre.

1^

'> j^ frn

On soils with considerable percentages of clay and organic
matter, this acid-producing property is not so serious a matter as
it is on light, sandy soils, on which acidity would change much more
rapidly than has occiirred on the clay-loam of limestone origin of
the College farms. Acid-neutral fertilizer mixtures, tterefore,
represent a worth while improvement in fertilizers for vegetable
farms on light soils.

Tests with a minor element mixture containing 73 different
chemical elements in approximately the same proposition as they have
been found in the ash of plants were conducted at penn state in 1937.
Results on cabbage did not show any improvement when this mixture
was applied at the normal rate and at three times the normal rate,
together with a good application of ordinary complete fertilizer.

t
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The Culture of Staked Tomatoes

Grant B. Snyder
professor of Olericulture, Massachusetts State College

Massachusetts vegetable grower is, in general, a small
operator who markets all of his produce on a nearby city

de market* His methods of culture consequently are somev\*iat

than those used by growers of similar crops in other see-
the country r This is especially true for tomatoes and
I should like to briefly discuss with you the cultural
followed by our growers in the Bay State in growing their
st important crop - tomatpes.

In Massachusetts, both flat and trained methods of culture are
used* During the past ten years, however, a very large percentage
of the growers have found that training the plants to stakes or
trellises has been the more profitable method for small acreages of
1/2 to 5 acreast Training tomatoes has certain definite advantages
in that -

f*

The
intensive
or roadsi
different
tions of
therefore
practices
second mo

s — -. »4»»W.«*I»«- I i»i l»1 ft»0.<>»<l.M1«»-l>«-»i/.»«»l<»*

1. The bulk of the crop ripens earlier.
2. Less trouble caused by diseases*
3. Easier to spray the crop*

^— '4* Fruit is cleaner and firmer.
5* Easier to cultivate and to harvest the crop.
6* Acre yields are very high*

There are, of course, disadvantages in that this method re-
quires more seed and plants per acre and the cost of production is"
relatively high because more labor is required and more materials
such as posts, wire and string. ^In general, howQver, the advantages
by far outweigh the disadvantages. , , ., .

w

»''—0m^ Methods of Training
*mu mmm

Training implies guiding and pruning, and many are the methods
used by various growers. The most Common method is by means of a
trellis* posts are set about 12 feet apart and a heavy wire nailed
to them about five feet high. A 3-ply jute string is tied to this
wire for each stem to be trained. This string may be tied at the .

at the bottom to a wire or string on the ground or to a wooden stake
driven in the ground. One, two, or three stems are allowed to grow
from each plant (usually two) and the stems twisted around the strings
All other suckers are taken off as soon as they appear.

Another system consists of pruning each plant fo *a single stem
(all side branches being pinched out as soon as formed) or, at most
to two stems, which are tied to bamboo or wooden stakes, using Jute
twine, raffia, strips of cloth, or other soft tying material.

Varieties

The Massachusetts market does not demand a very large tomato.
The Boston market will, in fact, take a relatively small fruit,
3-5 fruits to the pound, in preference to the larger sized fruits,

?^fn? 5®
pound. While many varieties are used where the plants aretreiiised, the most common sort is the one known as Comet. This va-

^«t.L;S ^^Sii^^^ ^f^ ! bright colored, smooth fruit and is early in
SSJVfJ^ • 5*i^®^

varieties most commonly used are Marglobe, Earlyprolific and Bonny Best.
^^-^^
1
u

Soils and Fertilizers

The soil type which seems to give best results is a light tomedium loam which is well drained and contains a fair amount oforganic matter. The soil should test from 6.0 to 6.5 pH.

^
Trained tomatoes require plenty of available plant food andmoisture. The average grower uses from 2000 to 2500 pounds of a

?C L nT*^-'-^^®^ P®^ ^°^® P^^s manure before the plants are set intothe field. The manure, if used, is plowed in and the complete fer-tilizer is then applied broadcast and harrowed in.... If only a smallamount of manure is available, the fertilizer is harrowed in firstand the manure is put in the furrow with about 500 pounds of super-
phosphate per acre. The plants are then set into the furrow to theproper depth. The plants are top dressed with 300 pounds of nitrateof soda or sulphate of ammonia per acre when the first fruits start
oo ripen. Repeated top dressings are made as the growth of the
plants indicate.

planting :

Each grower has his own particular schedule of planting and
transplanting. The usual method is to transplant seedlings 2" x 2"
then 4»' x 4", or into 4- inch pots (veneer bands, old strawberry *

baskets, paper pots, or clay pots), then set the plants outside
after proper "hardening." Temperatures of 55 to 60° should prevail
up to the time the plants are ready for careful hardening, usually
about ten days before setting in the field. Care should be taken
not to check the plant growth too much by low temperatures nor by
withholding water, plants are set into the field as soon as danger
of frost is past.

Most growers like a plant about 10 inches high, the first
fruit cluster in blossom, the foliage heavy and dark green, and the
stem stocky enough to hold the plant upright against prevailing
winds. If plants are carefully handled, no setback will be ex-
perienced even in unfavorable weather, plants should be sprayed
with a 2-2-50 Bordeaux with 1 pound calcium arsenal?, just before
setting out, and again ten days after setting.

The usual planting distance for trellis cxature is 3 to 4 feet
between the rows and 15 to 18 inches in the row. (approx. 8,000 -
10,000 plants per acre).

cultivation of the soil is fairly frequent until the plants
are about 3 feet high. Later cultivations are given only as often
as required to control the weeds and then are very shallow so as
not to injure any roots.

; i
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A fairly common practice is to mulch the soil with hay or
straw to a depth of 3-4»» as soon as the plants are well established^
This practice helps to maintain more uniform moisture and reduces
the labor involved in cultivation^

'' •J

Harvesting and Marketing
ry

Tomatoes are picked when just fina ri'pe or just before the
fruit is red ripe. This allows for handling in grading and packing
without injury to the fruit*

some grading is practiced by all the Vetter growers or they
endeavor to separate so as to obtain uniformity of size and ma-
turity in the finished pack.

When prices are high the fruit is packed in 5-pound cartons,
putting eight such cartons in a standard box. As prices become
lower, splint baskets holding from E2 to 25 pounds^, or standard
half boxes holding 25 to 28 pounds are used. The better grades
are individually wrapped or the basket or box coyered with
cellophane.

Yields will, of course, vary widely. However, a fair average
yield for trellised tomatoes will run from 800 to 1,000 standard
boxes or from 20 to 30 tons per acre. With this method of culture
the cost of production naturally is high, ranging from |250 to
$500 per acre. Even so, our growers are finding that growing to-
matoes on trellises is a profitable method and every year a larger
acreage is planted in this manner • -

improvements in Vegetable Varieties

Paul Work .

Department of Vegetable Ctops^ Cornell university
„J-i€.

No matter how well we market, we can sell no better vegeta-
bles than we harvest and we can harvest no better vegetables than
are bound up within the seed that we plant#

That variety and strain is a major factor for success is
recognized. Laxt week, we received a sample of nice cari^ts. The r

grower would not tell what seed he planted^ Neighbors wanted to
know and thsy asked us to identify the strain. I guess they would
have been pleased if we could tell them where the seed was bought. ^

We told them the carrots belonged to the Long Bunching group -

Dnperator or Morse Bunching or Perfection; We could not be sure
of more than that. But importance of seed was recognized*

Breeding of vegetables is, every year, on a better footing.
We no longer depend ^ on "finds** though they help. More often, a
definite aim is set up. Then, crossing and infinite patient se-
lection are carried on until the desired type is delivered.

Elaborate techniques are followed in breeding. Tiny lettuce
flowers are emasculated and selfed. Cabbage is examined for type
and stored to plant out for seed the next year. Maggots are reared
on bad meat so that the flies may be used to pollinate onions.
Man take four years college work and three more fpr. ji Ph. D. so
they can work effectively for us.

one grave need is for breeding the places where the crops are

to grow. That is the way we have gotten our good onions but most
of the lettuce and melon breeding is for the West. Work on an
iceberg-type lettuce for the Northeast is progressing well. Windsor
pepper and Golden Cross sweet com have been developed where the
crops are to grow. Then, when stocks are established, seed may be
reproduced wherever it grows best at lowest cost.

one serious drawback in discovering and reporting the merits
and demerits of new things, has been the lack of a common language
and common methods in trial ground noting. Measurements are used
more and more but not all characters are readily measured. When I

report a pepper is deep green or pale green, how does professor
Mack know that I mean just v*iat those same terms suggest to him?
we probably differ, - maybe widely. A national committee is now
working on this problem. The country has been divided into dis-
tricts for conferences as to methods and standards of rating and
description as well as of measurement. The New England group has
been holding conferences for three years and they are now able tb
use each other's notes to far better advantage than previously.

Keeping up with new things is no small task. Many new names
appear each year. Fewer of them, each year, are of little merit.
How is one to discover them?

Trial results are being published more promptly and more fully,

often in mimeographed form, penn state gets out such reports each
year and the annual bulletin from Cornell on '^Varieties for 1938»»

will be available on request, we expect, early in February. Iowa
has recently issued a bulletin on newer varieties.^

Then, it is necessary to try them out for one^s own soil and
climate and market. Sudden changes in main plantings ought not to
be made, it should take three years to say good-by to an established
variety or strain unless evidence is highly conclusive.

The point is not to delay beginning the three years investi-
gation. Read the catalogues, also. They are more enlightening every
year, at least, the better ones. Then plant small samples of the

things that offer promise.

Other sources of information are the farm and grower papers,

and perhaps, best of all - the impressions and experiences of other
growers.

Nineteen thirty-eight offers a goodly number of new things

and there are some that were new in 1937 and 1936 that will bear
trying.

II
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Following are some of the items which growers will be inter-
ested in trying out during the coming season.

4

commodore bush bean • of the same type as Kentucky Wonder.
• »

*
I

• •

Streamliner carrot - a long b\inching carrot selected for a top
that will stand tying and handling.

*

New Hampshire Bprbrid eggplant - bred by J. H. Hepler, a son
of Pennsylvania, at the University of New Hampshire. It is early,
prolific, shapely and well colored.

«

sugar Stick pea - a thick walled edible podded pea of larger
size and Detter quality than its predecessors.

Windsor A P^PP^^ - of the Connecticut Experiment Station; of
medium size, rather tapering, thick walled, early and prolific, a
trifle light in color but proving quite a money-maker in Connecticut.

Connecticut Straightneck and Early prolific Straightneck -

both more blocky in form, eiSTier and more prolific than the old
type

.

Seneca 60 sweet corn - an early hybrid of medium size, well
worth trying out along with the Gemcrosses, Marcross and Early
Bancross.

«

Valiant tomato - maturing between Earliana and Bonny, round,
deep, perhaps a little short in color.

Michigan State Forcing tomato - bred primarily for greenhouse
but an excellent tOfiiato for growing on stakes outdoors; of medium
size, deep, very solid, very well colored, and prolific

•

Watermelons are showing a number of early varieties of high
quality. Honey Cream is finding particular favor for exceptional
quality - the rie sn is lemon color. Others are Early Kansas,
Early Arizona, Northern sweet and Canada Early.

Growing and Marketing Vegetables in the Pittsburgh Area

John M. Willson, Belle Vernon

vegetable growing is not carried on in quite so extensive a
manner around Pittsburgh as it is around some of our other cities
in Pennsylvania. Most of the vegetable growers around Pittsburgh
are small growers acreages up to a hundred but, the majority of the
growers work rather intensively on small acreages from five to
twenty acres, a great variety of vegetables are grown which are
sold locally. The bulk of the output being marketed thru the com-
mission merchant packed in a great variety of containers.

«

My own operation is somewhat similar to the other truck farms
in the Pittsburgh area. I have tried to improve on certain methods
of growing and handling my vegetables over the common practices in
the area. My land is covered by a system of overhead irrigation and
by the use of large quantities of manure and commercial fertilizer
I have been, able to grow from two to four crops yearly on the same
ground and, at the same time secure large yields

•

I grow about twenty different vegetables but, specialize in

crops adapted to intensive culture, celery, spinach, tomatoes,
lettuce, and root crops. ,.

celery is the most
house about February 1st
more sowings are made in
is planted in the open,
apart so as to insure pi
of field plantings. T!he

made May 1st plants set
are made every two weeks

important crop. Seed is sown in the green-
at intervals of about two weeks several
the greenhouse beginning April 1st, seed

three sowings are made in the open two weeks
ants of the rifl;ht age and size for a number
first planting of celery in th® field is

5 inches by 30 inches successive plantings
until the middle of July.

The first celery is ready to harvest by the last week in JMne

and celery is sold continuously until Christmas.

Every attention is given to the celery to insure having a good

-nroduct paper is used for bleaching and all trimming is done in the

^ield. The celery is hauled in from the field and washed by a spray

of 100-pounds pressure. It is then graded into three sizes jumbos,

mediums and hearts. The celery is sold by the dozen each dozen being

wrapped in parchment paper, it is then loaded solid in a truck and

the load is covered with about six inches of crushed ice thus,

keeping it in good shape until sold.

Tomatoes are second in importance of my crops. Seed is sown

in the greenhouse six to eight weeks before time of field planting.

The plants are twice transplanted the last shift before going into

the field is made in four-inch clay pots. The plants are set in the

field twenty inches by forty-two inches each plant being staked and

"^trained to two stems by this system of culture large yields of high

quality fruit is secured. The tomatoes are graded when ready for
market and packed into twalve quart square braid baskets.

spinach is an important crop. The first sowing is made in a

well prepared seed bed as soon as the ground can be worked in the

spring additional plantings are made every two weeks until the first

of June. Beginning the first of August three or four more sowings are

made so as to have a supply as long as the weather permits. The

spinach is planted in rows ten inches apart and thinned to stand four

to six inches apart in the rows this method of culture is used in

order to produce an extra fancy product. When the crop is ready to

market it is cut and hauled to the packing shed where it is dumped

in tubs of cold water airl packed in bushels with a couple of pounds

of crushed ice on the top of the bushel.

!
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Lettuce and spinach are both used to precede and follow celery.
The first planting of lettuce is made in the greenhouse and trans-
planted into the field in April, about the time the plants are set
out a field planting of seed is made. Successive plantings are made
every two weeks until the tenth of Augustt ,

r-%

The first planting of Lettuce in the spring is of the iceberg
type. All the rest of the season leaf lettuce is grcwrn. Iceberg
lettuce is spaced twelve inches by fifteen inches, leaf lettuce ten
inches by ten inches and fertilized heavily so as to produce a large
plant. Lettuce is washed and packed in bushels covered with crushed
ice.

Now that I have told you of this system of growing vegetables
1 am not sure that I would advise you to try my methods as I am going
to try a different system myself. I expect to grow crops on a more
extensive scale on cheaper land and try to produce at a lower cost
per unit which J believe is the trend of the times in vegetable ;

growing.

I'

'
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»»Quick Freezing - A Cold Route to Market

Frank App t

Seabrook Farms, Bridgeto^, N.^i..

Fruits and vegetables represent approximately one-sixth of the
total farm income of the nation. The volume of these commodities
transported and marketed would make a reasonably accurate measure of
the standard of living of the nation. In 1870, potatoes, onions,
cabbage and Russian turnips were the only vegetables quoted on the
New York market, from November to March. In the month of June only
nine vegetables were quoted on this market and but sixteen vegetables
were quoted throughout the entire year. Vegetables - such as celery,
lettuce, cauliflower and carrots - were not in the quotations. Today
Dver one hundred fruits and vegetables are found on the New York City
market. The nearby states occupy a less important position in sup-
plying cities with perishable food stuffs. Modern transportation and
refrigeration have opened up tremendous areas operated satisfactorily
as a seasonal year round source of supply. Markets, such as New York,
Chicago and Philadelphia, draw on practically all of the forty-eight
states and many foreign countries for their fruit and vegetable needs.
The last few decades have seen great shifts and changes because of
transportation and better methods of preservation.

In 1920 New York City«s annual vegetable supply was estimated
at 1,300,000,000 pounds and the fruit supply at over 1,750,000,000
pounds. In 1932, the shipments of fruit to New York were 2,360,000,
000 pounds, while the shipments of vegetables were 3,000,000,000; a
total of 224,271 cars of fruits and vegetables were shown in the
total. The eleven million people of the metropolitan area of New
York, of which about seven million are residents of New York City
proper, require a detailed complex distributional system, very sen-
sitive to changes of supply and demand. A tremendous fleet of trucks,
steamship lines and six trunk line railways pour supplies into New
York City markets

•

The acreage of commercial truck crops grown for canning and the

fresh market increased 89,000 acres per year from 1924 to 1935 in-

clusive. The per acre farm value declined at an average rate of more
than $4*00 per year during this same period. From 1924 to 1928 there
were about two million acres in truck crops, not including potatoes
and strawberries. This has increased to over three million acres in

1936. During the depression, the acreage of canning crops contracted
to almost half of their previous high. The trend of rising prices
has agaiii brought material expansion in canning crop acreages, so

that they have reached an all time high of almost a million and a

half aores. This tremendous expansion during a relatively high price
level has brought with it some conditions ^ich call for considerable
adjustment. For example, in 1935 about 80% of the price of lettuce,
peas and cauliflower, shipped from Washington and Colorado to Cliicago,

was reqiiired for transportation and other selling costs. The South-

eastern watermelon growers received only 25% of the New York auction
price- in the 1935 season. The grower's percentage of the consumer's
dollar was drastically reduced with the depression* It has not re-

gained its proper percentage yet. In 1935, the farmers received

|l38.00 from the retail price of 58 foods purchased in a year by the

average working man's family; in 1933, |92.00; and in 1930, |17,1.00.

The margin between farm and retail prices was $193.00 in 1935; it

was $172.00 in 1933; and $220.00 in 1930. (See Marketing Activities,

Vol. 17 #7, Feb. 17, 1937) This inelastic system of distribution has

made it impossible to maintain a cost of marketing proportionate to

the cost of producing the commodity marketed. This can be accomplished

only by greater grower control of the systems of marketing and the

agencies dominating these systems.
WWo**——Hi* !» m ,
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Marke t servants

f Chemistry, biology, engineering, economics and psychology all

are important in the development of a marketing program. We fre-

quently fail to successfully distribute our products because we depend

on economics alone. The proper correlation of the sciences with

psychology and economics will develop a distribution program that will

correlate and balance t»roduction and consumption, with benefit to

producer and consvuner. so long as the ultimate goal of production is

consumption, we as producers must follow our proauct tnrough to; its

final destination, ine consumer . ~
~

"f The science of chemistry and biology must be properly applied

to maintain the quality of our perishable commodities. The appli-

cation of engineering is necessary to provide a package that will

protect and preserve the quality produced and deliver it to the con-

sumer intact, An understanding of economics is necessary for the

purpose of maintaining a balance between production and consumption,

as well as to find the most efficient method of placing the product

in the hands of the consumer with the least waste and expense. And,

finally, the psychology of the consumer should be understood so that

he may be informed of the advantages offered by our markets.



How consumers Buy

An investigation of the consumers » habits of buying discloses
that most consumers buy not because of price but because of quality
or appearance* The stores, that were most successful in selling i

*

fruits and vegetables throughout tii e small towns and villages of the
Northeastern states, were drawing their customers from out in the
country or other small villages from a radius of five to fifteen
miles • When these customers were asked why they came to this par-
ticular store, they all answered quality and. variety, not price.
In order to check these answers the investigator took two boxes of
oranges fr^i the same lot, fixed one box on dl splay and left the
other as found in the store* The box of oranges placed on display
was marked up two cents a dozens Without exception, the box of
oranges properly displayed were sold much more quickly than thas same
oranges not properly displayed. Similar results were obtained with
lettuce, potatoes, apples and other vegetables carried by the diff-
erent stores. A survey made by the Curtis Publishing Company, from
over 3,000 housewives, showed the majority of these housewives were
buying because of brand or quality rather than price. Investigators
who have studied the merchandising of food stuffs for advertising
purposes, place price about fourth in rank of importance in the
selling of foods. Although the consumer buys his fruits and vege-i
tables because of quality, appearance, and convenience rather than
price, the farmer sells his product with price the major consideration
and the buyer buys with price the determining factor, unless we
follow our product through to the consumer we will not merchandise
successfully.

Changes Occurring in Vegetables After Harvesting

Sweet corn, peas, lima beans and asparagus are hi^ily perishable
vegetables vdiich lose flavor, sweetness and tender texture rapidly
after harvesting, sweet com will lose about one-half of its sugar
content when held for twenty-four hours at 86 degrees F. Peas lose
about one-third of their sugar content if held for six hours at 77
degrees t. after picking, or over half if held for a day at that
temperature; spinach, lima beans and asparagus lose their sugar con-
tent - which is so essential a part of their quality - when held at
temperatures prevailing at harvest time. Most vegetables do not
reach the consumer before forty-eight hours after harvesting. If
held without refrigeration or processing, their sugar content will
have largely disappeared. I venture that at least one-half of our

»ulation have never testeT^scme of these highly perishable vegeta-

s with tneir sugar content \inlmpalred .

Along with the changes in flavor is a loss of vitamins. The
voice of the laboratory has educated the more discriminating consumer
Fo that they appreciate liie protective values of vegetables because
cf their rich vitamin content. Vegetables quickly processed and placet
In a can after harvesting, or frozen, have a higher vitamin content
than vegetables shipped as fresh to market. The appeal for health can
be capitalized, as well as the appeal to taster

#B0

The system of distribution vtiioh vdll deliver, to the consumer ,

vegetables in the most attractive manner, which creates a personal
' appeal, sometimes called the, taste appeal, wiui tne quaiipy narvea

least Impaired - in a form convenient to use and a price in Keeping•* — --•-- '
'"

—

-j-ii -i- "*— ''armer, and dlstriDutor,
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se and a
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must follow this pr inciple for the successful merchandising of vege-

tables, regardless of wtether they are fresh, canned or frozen.

Milestones of Distribution

The Tin' can was the first milestone in the distribution of
vegetables. A frenchman, Nicholas Appert, is supposed to be the

first individual to discover the principal of sterilization through

the use of heat for food preservation. In 1804, he laid the founda-

tion for the modern canning industry . The use of heat for steril-

ization and the tin can have furnished a marketing system about

equal in acreage to fresh vegetables. The tin can has served long

and well. It is possible we might find something better. A nice

package of canned vegetables that would display the vegetables inside

and be more convenient to open, would enhance the sale, because it

would appeal more to the housev;ife. As yet, we have found nothing

which is better. The ability of science to continually improve our

living standards leaves one to believe that sometime we will find a

container better than tte tin can for processing vegetables. The

price of the tin can is believed by some in the food industry to be

expensive. A tomato canner tells me his operating expense is divided

into three equal parts - one for the tomatoes to the grower, one for

his tin cans and one for his labor and overhead. This is a high cost

for packaging food stuffs. A study of the cost ft>r canning tomatoes

shows that for each dollar paid to the canner, the grower received

25 cents, the container cost 39 cents, labor 18 cents, selling ex-

penses 6 cents, taxes and overhead 7 cents, leaving 5 cents to be

divided for profit. The largest single item was the cost of the

packages including cans, cases and labels.

Refrigeration was the second milestone in the distribution of

fresh vegetables. About 1880, tte first carload of fresh vegetables

was shipped to New York city under refri geration. This method of

preserving fresh vegetables has made it possible for California, tne

farthest removed from the Metropolitan market, to become the ranking

State in vegetable production, producing approximately one -fifth or

the total amount of the United states. Texas follows as second

largest, Florida third, and New Jersey fourth for fresh shipped

vegetables.
^

. t k»- >

Mass Distribution organized through the development of ^^e so-

c ailed dhain store, both corporation and cooperative, was the third

milestone in the distribution of vegetables. The organization of

retailing eagerly sought for the best distributing system that wuld
meet the satisfaction of the consumer. Their methods and energies

were devoted to the consumers' desires. Approximately one-third of

all the vegetables sold in the Metropolitan area are distributed

'through the Corporate Chain store. The development of the Cooperative

Chain is rapidly increasing this proportion of organized retailing.

This system has cut the cost of distribution, reducing the waste and

loss - which is part of the distribution cost - and spent a large

f I *
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amount of money advertising vegetables, thus educating the consumer
The university of New Jersey investigations show 139S loss for vege-'
tables distributed through Independent stores; 9 per cent for one
Chain store group and 4.2 per cent for another.

I hold no brief or interest for or against chain stores. I am
opposed to loss leaders, price cutting or any other unsound merchan-
dising practice. Their advantages should be recognized, likewise

—
''•^•^y^^^?^^'^^ disadvantages recognized and corrected . Chain stores
v/nether they are corporate form, a cooperative group of independent *

stores, or a chain of farmers* cooperatives, should be recognized for
their advantages, likewise for their disadvantages and the latter
corrected.

Quick-Freezing > the last milestone In the distribution of fresh
vegetables, combines most of the advantages of the first three, with
some additional* Vegetables can be packaged, transported and held
throughout the year without deterioration. They lend themselves
exceptionally well to taste appeal. Quick-freezing arrests more
completely the deterioration of vegetables after harvesting, and
holds the quality better than any other form of distribution. This
system promises great advantages to the fruit and vegetable Industry.
It should equal the volume of, but not replace, canning. It will
furnish the next large avenue for expansion.

Fruit and Vegetables - Market Magnets

The market magnetism of fresh fruits and vegetables was found
to be the strongest merchandising commodity for attracting consumers.
This group of foods gLves more life to the store and appeal to ths
taste of the customer. The possibilities offered by fresh fruits and
vegetables to attract customers in the stores were quickly recognized
by chain stores and developed to the advantage of the fruit and vege-
table Industry, as well as the stores themselves. They lend them-
selves to merchandising skill more than any other commodity. The
producers of fruits and vegetables, as well as the distributors, have
an advantage in merchandising that is possessed by no other food
industry. If these advantages are properly utilized, gluts and low
prices of both rresh ana canned vege taoles can be largely avofSeTT^
Tne per capita consumption or edible foodstuffs In the United states
is about 1,600 pounds, of which 465 pounds represents fruits and
vegetables. This 29% of the total amount of food consumed does not
represent 29% in price. According to dieticians, we should bo
spending one-quarter to one-third of our food budget for fruits and
vegetables, we have not nearly reached this amount.

#

Which Route to Market

The fruit and vegetable grower has a choice of different
routes to reach the consumer. Obviously, the proper route depends
upon the individual and his location. The canning Industry furnishes
a market at a price usually determined before the crop is grown: the
processer correlates production with distribution. The fresh vege-
table market has more numerous hi^ways and byways which at times

are confusing, conflicting and wasteful* The commission system of

merchandising was originally the main boulevard of ^i stribution for

all terminal markets. A recent survey of marketing, in the middle

.Atlantic States, showed 45^ of the fruits and vegetables were sold

"^'through the commission merchant and 55^ by the farmer at the coun-

try points. J t^i. <5 A jk jk^

'• j-rtn '

# ^

Mass distribution seeks the direct route from grower to re-

tailer; it eliminates unnecessary handling, rerouting an^ waste,

properly organized and operated it furnishes a way *o ^a^J^®. ^^®
^^

peak movement of crops without the serious glutting of markets. It

Ilso relieves the congested terminals. Ten years from now we may

find our terminal facilities are ample for the distribution routes

they serve.

Ihe quick frozen route applies only to the more highly perish-

able vegetables that are not consumer raw. It ^^^^ she s the best

avenue for delivering quality to the consumer. Like canning, the

price is usually known before the grower produces his crop. It

supplies the market that appreciates the highest quality en^ &

nackaS of vegetables without waste. It furnishes a value to the

?onsSler thlt^ompetes with fresh vegetables, and Pay%«^%P^°^^°JJ^
a price in competition with fresh vegetables produced for the nearby

market.
_; ;.,

'
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we began freezing vegetables in 1931 because of the necessity

of finding In outlet better than our fresh vegetable mrket. This

vear we will freeze over 80,000 acres of vegetables. New Jersey

[ftte fourii still in the production of fresh vegetables, ^e with-

drawal of part of this acreage for freezing strengthens the market

fo? fresh ?Setables in this area and furnishes the grower a rela-

tively hetie? return. It eliminates waste of distribution, ex-

cessive handling and correlates production with consumption.

Correlating production and Distribution

TSie milestones of progress. In the development of distribution,

have oZe from private initiative. The matter of Packaging, refrig-

eration, processing, the use of temperature and mass distribution,

h^ve developed lariely outside of the influence from our public in-

stitutions, m matters of production, the reverse is tj^«- ^^^^^
Iccept the statement that two-thirds of the consumer's dollar is

spent for purposes of distribution, the greatest opportunity for

Idv^cing Agriculture, today, lies in <ii«J^i?f^°\5%^?^f,^/??;id
ported by production research. There Probably is no hroader fieia

•.or one that requires a wider knowledge of chemistry, biology,

eJohSiics and Sociology than Ihat of inarketing.
fl'-l^l^llillntll

our situation, it is impossible for us to change it intelligently

with the greatest benefit for those concerned, we know ^^oo little

concerninldistribution from the time the product leaves the pos-

session of the grower.

quick freezing combines advantages of ^l^
J^^^^JjfJ?^^\°J.

distribution. Vegetables reach the
^°^^V?^^J,^,^^^!,^oStii^S ?o

vested and frozen because some one visualized a new boulevara xo

market.
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Grower Control

• No industry the size of our fruit and vegetables can be success
ful unless the control is lodged in the hands of the producer. This
important phase of our marketing is too frequently overlooked by
students and research workers who have never enjoyed the advantages
of commercial experiences. All large operators appreciate and under-
stand the necessity of regulating the flow of their product to mar-
ket and stabilizing the price with their customers, by reason of ^

imderstanding the supplies, market demands, and the factors which ^

may successfully influence demand. These factors never show in a
statistical study of marketing. However, some foim of control by
the producer is essential to successful marketing. This does not
mean that the producer must own and oi)erate the marketing machinery.
It necessitates a grower contact with his product which will reach
Cill the way to the consumer so that the grower will be as well in-'
formed of merchandising as he is in production. This will then pro-
vide an elastic system of marketing which will be just as elastic as
our production, we can then merchandise so-called surplusses be-
cause we will have a system of marte ting that can be expanded or
contracted as the need may be. -i"' *

'' f^rf^

* '• i.

systems of Grower Control

we have, at the present time , 6 great many systems of grower
control, some of which are serving well, others are quite inadequate.
Farmers* auction markets, regional markets, terminal markets, local
and national cooperative sales agencies, all serve a definite purpose.
In most cases they serve only as assembling agents and do not follow
the growers product through to the c on sumer.' t r Frequently they are
unable to regulate the flow of products, either because of too little
contact, or because they control too small a proportion of the com-
modity, we must build from here to the consumer*

«A i.

Methods and practices in the Production of Canning Peae,
sweet Com , and Tomatoes in Pennsylvania

• # .

Jesse M. Huff ington i

Specialist in Vegetable Gardening Extension, State College, pa.

Tomato records of production practices and costs were obtained
from growers in 1935, 1936 and 1937; peas and sweet com, in 1937.
A total of 117 tomato records were obtained in 1937, including 34
yields of over 10 tons per acre. In 1936, a total of 276 records on
10-ton tomato yields, were obtained. ^ v . -oo^

J. r r - -f
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No statistical difference could be found between the yields
from home-grown and southern plants for the state as a vlhole . In
1936, the Lancaster county yields were higher when home-grown
plants, started in coldframes, were used. Growers generally pre-
ferred greenhouse-coldfrqme seedling plants, but southern plants are
cheaper per thousand and are usually easier to obtain earlier in the
season.

Ik

f ^

;• ^f-' ' Good drainage of the soil was an important factor especially
' in 1937; but soils well supplied with organic matter from either ^

stable manure or soil-building crops produced most of the high yields
.1 in both years. Early plowing and discing or harrowing three to four
"times were practices followed by two-thirds of all the growers in
1937.

Tf

The average amount of fertilizer applied in Bucks, Chester,
Delaware, and Philadelphia Counties was 1,540 pounds per acre in
1937 and 953 pounds in 1936, as compared to 479 to 581 pounds in
1937 and 553 pounds in 1936 in other counties. Soils are lighter in
the Bucks county area, fewer soil-improving crops are turned down,
and less stable manure is used. The analyses of commercial ferti-
lizer were mostly 3 to 4 per cent nitrogen, 12 to 16 per cent phos-
phoric acid, and 4 to 7 per cent potash. The most commonly used
mixtures were 4-16-4, 4-12-4, 4-12-6 and 0-12-5 (now 0-14-6).

'', -< -
•

Thirty per cent of the growers applied the fertilizer broad-
cast, usually with a grain drill sot deeply, before planting; 30
per cent in the row before planting; another 30 per cent used a com-
bination of these two methods; and only 10 per cent applied complete-
fertilizer on top of the ground after planting. Side dressings of
nitrogen fertilizers were frequently applied on the lighter soils,
after the early fruits were set and the need was shown by the color
of foliage.

The tomato crop was planted May 15 to 31 in 1937 by three-
fourths of all the grov^ers. Fifteen square feet per plant, or more,
was allowed by 87 per cent of these growers. Five by three feet and
four by four feet are rather common methods of spacing the plants,
some growers check the plants for cross cultivation to eliminate
hand weeding. ^

Four to five cultivations were required to keep weeds dovm in

62 per cent of the fields; and, in addition, hand weeding was ;

necessary in 76 per cent. Most grcwrers practiced deep cultivation
the first time only; but it was reported that a number of growers
injured the crop by deep ridging and cutting off the roots in the
middles of the rows later in the season.

A well prepared Seed-Bed Essential for peas

V

*^ A*
' The condition of the soil at planting time, a good stand of

plants, and a vigorous early growth appeared to be the most potent
factors influencing thB yield of peas in 1937. A well pulverized,
deep and mellow seedbed is essential for &> od genaination and an

early start, but a heavy, packing" rain may make it necessary to
harrow the soil again before planting. When the downpour occurred
after planting and before germination the seed frequently was either
washed out in large quantities or the soil packed so badly that
gennination was poor. A weeder was sometimes used to break the crust

in such cases.



It was generally agreed that early planting was desirable but
the definition of "early" is not clearly defined as to sections. The
relative difference in the time of maturity of various types of peas
was not always given proper consideration as influenced by the earli-
ness of planting. Experimental evidence definitely shows that later
(than the very earliest possible) planting is accompanied by shorter
maturity dates, greater heat injury, and more nearly a "zero minute"
instead of a "zero hour" of highest quality. Added to -ttiis, later
plantings tend to cause all varieties to mature at once, resulting
in a crowded condition at the viners and canneries, still frorther
reducing the quality.

An average of 392 pounds of fertilizer, varying from 307 to
450, was applied per acre, mostly a 4-12-4 analysis and with 8 to 10
tons of manure. The fertilizer usually was applied separately from
the seed. An interesting fact is that the average yield per acre
following sod was 2,728 pounds r following corn, 2,432 pounds; and
following vdieat, 2,320 pounds. In a season with sufficient moisture
for the decay of sod, this might be interpreted as showing the im-
portance of organic matter for peas. Also, the use of manure and
sod in the rotation helps to explain the use of a 4-12-4 fertilizer
instead of one higher in nitrogen and potash.

*

A smooth seedbed, soil of a uniform structure and fertility,
and an alert field man were found to be highly essential factors ingetting the farmer to deliver peas that were uniform in oualitv and
tenderness. h j «i*

•

sweet com Inbred Hybrid seed Preferred for Yellow Varieties

Golden cross inbred hybrid sweet com seed was used by 42 per
cent of 95 growers in seven counties. The greatest difficulty ex-
perienced with Golden Gross was in getting too many seeds to the row
and a stand too frequently less than the 12 to 15 inches apart in the
row. This was because of failure to obtain a special plate or discfor the small seed.

t«v

An average of 212 pounds of fertilizer was applied per acre,
almost entirely in the row. The analysis of fertilizer was mostly
3 to 4 per cent nitrogen, 12 to 16 per cent phosphoric acid and
4 to 7 per cent potash, a 4-16-4 was used the greatest number of
times. An average of 4.1 tons of manure were applied per acre, and
the rotation usually included a sod,

*

In Lancaster County 16 per cent of the growers removed the
suckers from sweet com, which required an average of 3.7 hours per
*vT®*^

practically none of the growers in other counties carried outthis debatable practice, which has not yet been proven experimentallyto be profitable.

tt'O
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Recommended practices In Growing Vegetable Plants

W. B. Nissley

m raising vegetable plants the objective'is ,
to produce a

plant that will ultimately give the greatest return of a high quality

product, m order to do this a select or good strain of seed is

important. There ere inherent in the seed certain inherited quali-

ties that make a particular variety or strain produce heavy yields or

light yields of a desirable or undesirable product as the case may x>e

.**# -*.

A good tomato plant may be defined as one that is rather short

and stocky (eight to ten inches tall) with a pliable stem (not woody

or brittle) and having a purple stem and dark green leaves showing

that it has been sufficiently hardened. It should have a good root

system and be free from disease and insect injuries.

Transplanted plants give larger yields and earlier maturity

than seedling plants and are better able to live under adverse field

conditions due to having a better root system,
^ j

# ^^

If plants are started in a greenhouse in flats or benches and.,

the seedlings later transplanted into other flats a soil high in

organic matter is important. Well rotted manure added to top soil

and probably a little sand is a common practice. About 25 per cent

SgaSi? is desirable. If seeded in frames well rotted manure should

be used liberally in preparing the soil.

The earlfest'^and best plants are started in greenhouses in

flats or benches during March, the small seedlings are transplanted

to flats or spotted in frames in late March or early April. These
^

early started plants should be kept growing steadily but not too

rapidly to insure stockiness, sash covered frames are most desirable

for late March and early April transplanted plants in frames.

seedlinK plants are started directly in frames in early April,

rows two inches wide and 6 to 8 inches apart, seeded across the bed

fit the rate of 8 to 10 seeds to the inch. Thin the seedlings to

for 3 plants per inch of row when small. Muslin protection may be

used for these plant s«

Greenhouse plants started in March should be ready by May 10

to 15. and frame seeded seedlings should be ready by May 25 to

June 5 Sich is a desirable time to plant into
*f Jif^^' /JfJ^Jg^

after Jtme 5 to 10 usually results in a decreased yield due to being

too late. •

The open plant bed method of growing tomato plants is too late

for Pennsylvania. This practice is common farther south where the

season is earlier and the soil lighter, t

^'
There have been numerous controversies ^fg^rding the merits of

home grown versus southern grown plants. The important thing to keep

?n mifS is to use a well grown plant free
^f/^^^-^^^^^^^^ arfkepi

Jury produced from a good strain of seed. If these things are kept

in mind the place of growing is of secondary importance.



Varieties of peas, sweet Com, Tomatoes, and Beans

E. M. Rahn .

o^ 4.

Research on varieties of peas and beans at The Pennsylvania
^?!!®.°v^-'-®P iLi^^^®^ *° annual trials of strains and stocks sub*mltted by the different seedsmen and breeders; that on sweet comand tomatoes includes both strain and stock trials and a long-timebreeding and improvement project which is carried on by Dr. C. E. tMyers and Professor M. T. Lewis. The present report deals with thestrain tests which were conducted in 1937,

The variety and strain trials were carried out in the same
manner as those of most commercial seed firms, in that each sample
or lot was represented by a single plot, usually a single row, with-
out replication. Experiments which have been conducted here have
shown that such tests yield fairly satisfactory evidence on the form,
eolor, uniformity, and other typical characteristics, but are rela-
tively unreliable with respect to relative yielding capacity. For
reliable information on yields, replications are required; in our
trials of peas and tomatoes, of which the productiveness is a highly
important characteristic as well as form and color, duplicate plots
of each sample are planted.

'

,
t . * •

peas

^
Trials of canning and freezing varieties of peas in 1937

included 32 lots, and data on 25 of these are presented in Table 1.
Each of these strains was represented by two plots, one consisting
of a double row 25 feet long, and the other of four rows nine inches
apart and 70 feet long, in the former plot, observations were made
on typical plant, pod, and pea characteristics as the pods matured,
and in the latter, on yield and sieve sizes of the crop as harvested
at what was judged to be the optimum maturity for canning. Records
on the second plot were based on five different one-yard samples,
taken at random on the plot.

In the table, the upper group of 17 strains includes those
with seeds which are light green when ready for processing, and with
small seeds except in a few cases; the lower group is made up of
large, dark green, seeded, sweet types suitable for freezing. The
yield reported is the average of the freshly shelled peas from the
different one-yard samples, computed on the basis of a full stand
per acre. Flavor is that of the peas in the optimxim edible stage,
rated from 1 for the sweetest to 5 for the least sweet. Height of
vines is the average of 10 plants taken at random. The percentage
Ox sieve sizes are the averages for the five random one-yard sample
areas, sifted as freshly shelled through sieves with round holes of
the accepted sizes. Uniformity of size is indicated by relatively
high percentages in one or two sieve sizes. Wisconsin Early sweet,
for example, may be considered to be relatively uniform in size,
because 62.3 per cent of one strain were in size 4, and 87.1 per cent
of the second strain were in sizes 3 and 4 combined.

It is noteworthy that the early sweet and the perfection
groups yielded as well as the best Alaska strain (Superlaska) in the

Hi V

V

It

<'>»

*)\

f>

trials; the perfection group as a whole was not so uniform in size
of peas, with the exception of Early Perfectah and Perfection (R)

.

Mardelah, though somewhat large, was noteworthy in yield and quality.
The one strain of surprise was outstanding in yield.

Sweet Com X,
J

•SftSSBOt" *'F''?*%'*V'^*imv*

sweet com trials included a single plot' three rows wide
and 15 hills long. Records were made on the middle row only, and
are computed as for a full stand on an acre basis* The yield re-
ported is that of the unhusked ears, though the dimensions are of
the husked ears. The trials included 130 samples, but only 27 which
are thought valuable for canning are represented in the table.

The most noteworthy fact is that hybrid varieties (indicated
by hybrid, cross , or X in the name) excel the open-pollinated strains
of similar tj^pe in one or more important respects, either in yield,
uniformity of size or time of maturity, or disease resistance, or
-11 of. these characteristic Srv

Tomatoes

varieties and strains each were represented by tWD plots,
earh with 10 plants; yields presented in the table are averages of

o .

je two plots, computed on the acre basis with a full stand of plant s.
ripe fruit was harvested and graded; total yields in three parts
the picking season, as presented in the table includes all fruit

fc v^'vested, regardless of quality, but the marketable yields reported
are based on' fairly sound, smooth fruits S- inches or more in diameter
o.ily* ' The yields in general were heavy, but because of frequent
rains the quality was low, and nearly half by weight of all fruit
which matured was unmarketable or cull, »i

'••
I

Degree of cracking, density of foliage, freedom from foliage
^diseases, and uniformity were rated from 1 to 5, 1 representing the
least cracked, most dense, or in general the most desirable condition
in each respect. It should be observed that the varieties and
strains which continued to bear late in the season in general pro-
duced the highest yields. Indiana Baltimore was highest id yield,
'and was desirable in other re spec ts* -^'-^ A

,

Beans'

Each strain was represented by a single i^0W'50 feet long,
•and rows were 30 inches apart. Conditions were very favorable, and
an excellent yield of all varieties was obtained. The measure* or
descriptions tabulated are self-explanatory; the per cent of the crop
in the first picking is an index of uniformity, of maturity, and
together with the. number of days from planting to the first picking,
iiidicates the relative earliness of the different strains and varie-
ties.

It is noteworthy that strains of a given variety from differ-
ent seedsmen differed but little from each other. All were vigorous,
productive, and satisfactorily free from disease.

# ^
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Table 2. sweet Corn variety Trial, 1937.

w^aaMi^»*M«

Table 1. pea Variety Trial, 1937

Variety
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Table 3. Tomato Variety Trial, 1937. »«>Miiiiiiii > ii<»»wt«t»^iiit»<iii«n 111mill !» Table 4. Bean Variety Trial, 1937.
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pern State 8.4 1.22
Chalk Jewel 8.6 0,39
Clark Early 6^6 0.37
Bonny Best 6,0 0.56
John Baer Brf? 0.38
Lar.dreth 9.3 0.36
Scr.ilet Davm 13.3 0.80
Sn-.-yesdale 16.-4 0,96
Ve.:.:ant • 9.9 0.79
Ny^i'^-ate • • 8.8 1.05
Grotlien 13.4 0.46
pritchard 11.7 0.28
Marglobe E 11.2 0.08
Ma:.T,lobe g 14.5 0.27
Marplobe p 15.6 0.20
Marelobe R 15.8 0.20
Rutgers • 15.0 0.06
Early Baltimore 13.0 0.89
Greater Baltimore 10.6 0.51
Indiana Baltimore 18.1 0,04
Illinois Baltimore 11,5 0.52
Wilt-Resistant
Baltimore 8.3 0.46

prairiana 12*8 0.20
Stone • 15.1 0.02
Brov«i special 15.3 0.0
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16.95
16.41
15.72
15. ll"
12.70
13.94
14.30
15.85
11.58
14.69
•9.51
10.19
6.04
8.18
7.81
7.91
6.72

33.61
13.08
7.01
7.94

•5.99
12.19
5.77
3.67

(-1 •
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2.82
4.01
6.70
7.28
3.20
2. 67

10.88
9.56

12.55
12.28
14<,28
14,58
12.66
6.04
6.57

17.66
9.48
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11.17
16.70
17.04
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4.8
5.3
5.2
4.8
5.1
5.0
5.1
5.7
5.7
4.9
5.6
5.0
5.1
5.0
5.1
5.9
5.8
5.5
5.5
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5.5
5.6
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1
2
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3
3
2
2
1
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variety

Stringless Black Valentine
Stringless Greenpod ES
Giant Stringless FM
Giant Stringless R
Giant straingless WW
Tendergreen B
Teudergreen L
Tendergreen WW
Stringless Refugee
Idaho Refugee
Wisconsin Refugee

pencil pod ES
pencil Pod L
Brittle Wax B
Brittle Wax ES
Brittle wax R
Round pod Kidney Wax s
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Green
4.6
5.8
5.8
5.5
6.3
5.6
5.5
5.2
4.5
4.7
3.9

Varieties

49
49
49
49
48
49
49
62 100
62 100
62 100

M~~57
60 42
56 51
59 38
62 39
76 50
77
77

50
60
49
47
55

Wax Varieties
4.5 49 37~"43
5.0 49 27 52
4.0 48 39 49
3.9 48 42 71
4.0 49 48 54
4.6 49 27 60

Straight
Curved
Straight
Straight
curved
Straight
Straight
Curved
Straight
Straight
Straight

Curved
Curved
Curved
Straight
Straight
Straight
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The Pennsylvania State College
School of Agriculture and Experiment Station

Division of Extension
M. S. McDowell, Director

SWEET CORN COST AND PRODUCTION PRACTICES IN 1937

Jesse M. Huffington, Specialist in Vegetable Gardening Extension
and JMonroe J. Armes, Specialist in Farm Management Extension

Soil

..r.^
Well-drained, medium loam soils were used to produce 57 per

wh?^>, fr
*^® ^^^^^ °°'''' ''^°P^ included in the 95 records, all of

nountv HP^S.'T"''^ ?T°P" °^ °^°P^ ^°^ '^^yi^S ^^°ept in Eriecounty. Heavy clay soils were used for SO per cent and lightsandy loam for 23 per cent of the crops.
^

r>^r.i- l^ +S®
rotation, corn preceded sweet corn in 1936 on 46 percent Of the farms, sod, hay or clover on 37 per cent, and wheat

clo??r'nn%n^
^"''

^^J^^ ^^^^ ^^ 19«5 the crop was soi ?ay orclover on 60 per cent of the farms, wheat or oats on 33 ner cent

o?'iS?e?es? to\tl ?h^t'^"''
'" connection with this^rmarbe'

appiled pJr acrJ?
^"^ ^""^""^^^ °^ ^'^ *°^^ °^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^

growers
Plowing was done in April by 55 per cent of the sweet corn

tl^pc^'^nn ftf"""^ was disced and harrowed, combined, three to four
n^r! °? ®!j^r °^^* °^ ^^^ ^«^^^^ rolled or dragged once on 34per cent, not at all on 30 per cent, twice on 19 per cent andthree times on 12 per cent of the farms.

'

Commercial Fertilizer

^ An average of 212 pounds of fertilizer were applied t)er acre
?wr?n Jn,^^"""^^

^^ the row. The analysis of fertilizer was mostly
and fn^.tV f ^^''^ nitrogen, 12 to 16 per cent phosphoric acid,and four to seven per cent potash, a total of 25 different

TlllUr"" "''"' '"' '-''-' "^^ *^^ °^^ used the1a?gl2t number

Planting
> •

nlant^/^^r
°f growers reported difficulty in getting their

seef?L^° '^''°^*5f f^^^^
^^^'^ °^ *^« i^^^^^i hybrid crossed cornseed the correct distance apart in the row. a special plate or

foot
^^^^i^ed in order not to drop more than Sne seed to the

H

,1

J'I
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Inbred hybrid crossed corn,, mostly Golden Cross, was used by

42 per cent and Evergreen by 35 per cent of the grov/ers.

Thinning and Suckering

The plants were thinned in SS per cent of the fields, re-

Quirinr; an average of 3.9 hours of man labor.
»-^l«* * w ))

.

Only 16 per cent of the growers removed the suckers from sweet

corn, in Lancaster County an average of 3.7 hours per acre were

required in removing the suckers on 63^ acres. Practically none

of the growers in Blair, Erie, Franklin, and Somerset Counties re-

moved the suckers. Careful and unbiased checks should be made on

the value of this practice, since it has not been shown experi-

mentally to be profitable and most large commercial growers of

sweet corn have abandoned the practice.

Cultivation

Three was the number of cultivations required to control weeds

in 49 per cent of the fields, and 35 per cent of the fields were

weeded by hand. Shallow cultivation was the rule.

<f '€>

COST OF PRODUCING SWEET CORN

Records of the cost of producing sweet corn were secured on

95 farms in seven counties. These farms were not selected in any

way. They were simply taken without regard to size of acreage or

success in growing the crop. The acreage varied from one to 68

and the yield from 1,122 to 21,130 pounds per acre. The average

acreage was 6.75 acres per grower and the average yield v/as 5,660

pounds per acre. .

-,:,, ', .

The following factors were used in calculating the cost of

production:

Man labor was charged at 25 cents per hour, horse labor at

15 cents per hour, and truck and tractor labor at 85 cents per

hour

.

#1 f

Manure was Gharged to the crop at 75 cents per ton v/hich is half
its estimated value* The full cost of coininercial fertilizer was
charged to the crop*

Interest v/as charged at 5 per cent on the investment in land and
equipment. The investment in general farm machinery used was pro-
rated on the basis of total crop acreage in the farm* Ten per cent
depreciation was charged on the investment in machinery.

The fodder was valued at $5*00 per acre and credited to the crop
before figuring cost of the corn*

T^e average investments per acre were $130.29 in land and $3.26
in equipment. This does not include the value of- trucks and tractors
since their use v;as charged at the hourly rate.

The following table shov/s the man, horse, tractor and truck
labor used dn the .producta,on of an acre of sweet corn and the cost of
these operations calculated from the time required to perform them:

Man Horse Truck and
Hours Hours Tractor Hours Cost

Hauling manure 3.06 7.60 .06 $ 1.96
Hauling fertilizer

.
.09 .12 . .01 ,05

Plowing 3.22 5.00 1.10 2.49
Discing- .75 .30 .65 .78
Harrowing 1.41 2.47 ,50 1.15
Cultipacking .21 .31 .05 .14
Rolling .37 .67

,
.04 ,22

Applying fertilizer - .15 .18 « .04 .10
Planting- 1.04 1.72 .12 .62
Replanting 1.41 - - .35
Thinning .59 - - .15 •

Cultivating 4.53 7.45 ,71 2.85
weeding 1.14 .08 ,03 .33
Total Growing 17.97 25.90 3,31 11.19

Harvesting 9,66 a- 1.06 , ,49 3.00
Hauling to market .64 .43 ,35 ,52
T-*al harvesting 10.30 1.49 .84 3.52

Total 28.27 27.39 U,15 14,71
«

The cost of growing a crop of sweet corn for canning until har-
vest time is practically the same as that for growing a crop of field
corn. Whfen' the crop matures all<at one time, and ican be harvested at
once the cost of harvesting is lower than that of harvesting a crop
of corn for grain or silage under Pennsylvania conditions. If several
pickings are necessary, the cost is greatly increased.

The cash expense of growing the crop on the *95 farms was: seed
94(^, fertilizer $2.90, picking $1.32, hauling $2*60, making a total
of $7.70. This is 22.74 per cent of the total cost of the crop.

Seed was furnished by the canner to the growers in Blair County
and part of those in Lancaster County.

I,

t
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Fertilizer ^-r More than half the growers used 400 to 500 pounds of

commercial "fertilizer per acre. A common practice among the higher

yield group v/as the application of 400 to 500 pounds of a 4-12-4,

or similar, fertilizer and 8 to 10 tons of manure per acre. Nine-

teen different analyses of commercial fertilizer were used.

Rotation - The average yield per acre following sod was 2,728 pounds

on lock's acres; corn, 2,432 pounds on 28.39 acres; and wheat, 2,320

pounds on 34,58 acres.

^l it

planting - Due to the extreme variation in the climatic
the various areas where records were obtained, no exact
could be made between the date of planting and yields

condition of
comparison

Weather condition was the most important factor influencing
yields.

important cultural factors appear to be the following:

1. A good supply of organic matter from hay or sod crops in

the rotation or manure applied and plowed early and deeply.

2. Careful seed-bed preparation.

3. Fertilizer appj.i'ed separately from the seed.

4. The use of -'good seed at the rate of 4 to 5 bushels per acre,

depending upon the size.

5. planting when the soil is in a mellov/, friable condition
and free from weeds as soon as weather conditions permit.

COST OF PRODUCING PSAS

Records of the cost of producing peas were secured on 83 farms
in seven counties. These farms v/ere not selected in any way. They
were simply taken without regard to size of acreage or success in

growing the crop. The acreage varied from one to 65 and the yield
from 1,650 to 4,100 pounds per acre. The average acreage was 7.31
acres per grower and the average yield v/as 2,400 pounds per acre*

The following factors v/ere used in calculating the cost of
production:

Man labor was charged at 25 cents per hour, horse labor at 15

cents per hour, and truck and tractor labor at 85 cents per hour.

Manure was charged to the crop at 75 cents per ton which is

half its estimated value • The full cost of commercial fertilizer
was charged to the crop.

Interest was charged at 5 per cent on the investment in land
and equipment. The investment in general farm machinery used was
prorated on the ,basis of total crop acreage in the farm. Ten per
cent depreciation v/as charged on the investment in machinery.

?

The average investments per acre v/ere $68.71 in land and |2.93
in equipment. This does not include the value of trucks and tractors
since their use was charged at the hourly rate.

The following table shows the man, horse, tractor and truck
labor used in the production of an acre of peas and the cost of
these operations calculated from the time required to perform them*

Hauling manure
Hauling fertilizer
Plowing
Discing
Harrowing
Cultipacking
Rolling — ..^..
Dragging---
Applying fertilizer--
Seeding
Spraying-dusting
Total growing —

Cutting .

Raking
Loading
Hauling to viner —
Total harvesting •*—

Total . •

—

Man
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infection and uncertainty of condition upon arrival. Home-gro^ plants

were often too late when started in a coldframe. In 1936, coldframe

seedling plants gave the highest average yield in Lancaster County.

soil

Well-drained, medium loam soil, rich in organic matter was

preferred and used in most cases for the ten-ton yields. Two-thirds

of all growers disced and harrowed, combined, three to four times.

Manure and Cominercial Fertilizer

Only 31 different analyses of commercial fertilizer were used

in 1937 as compared to 64 in 1936. The analyses most commonly used,

in the order named, were 4-16-4, 4-12-4, 4-12-6, and 0-12-5. Some

growers preferred to use no nitrogen in the fertilizer with the

application at planting time, but to apply side dressings of readily

available nitrogen fertilizer as soon as the first fruits were set

and later needed. Only plants showing a light yellow-green foliage

need additional applications of nitrogen fertilizer, and the other ^

ingredients do not usually give a profitable response when applied

as side dressings after the plants have started bearing fruit.
'

The per cent of growers using three to four per cent nitrogen

was 58, 12 to 16 per cent phosphoric acid was 61, and four to seven

per cent potash was 70. This is an increase over 1936.

The average amount of fertilizer applied per acre was 936 pounds,

with 479 to 581 pounds per acre in all counties excepting Bucks,

Chester, Delaware, and Philadelphia where it was 1,540 pounds.

planting

Seventy-four per cent of all plantings were made from May l5

Space between the rows varied from 36 to 72 inches and between

the plants from 32 to 60 inches, with from 9 to 22^ square feet per

plant. There were a total of 39 different methods of spacing the

plants; but 47 per cent of the growers allowed, on the average, 15 or

more square feet per plant with the rows 46 to 50 inches apart and the

plants 36 to 48 inches apart, while 40 per cent allowed the 15 square

feet or more per plant, on the average, with 52 to 60 inches between

the rows and 30 to 60 inches between the plants.

The distance between plants is necessarily varied according to

the fertility of the soil and the variety as it influences vine

grov/th. Wide rows may make it easier to pick the crop. A number of

growers mark off the field with a corn planter, applying part of the

fertilizer and using the mark to check-row the crop v ith the trans-

Xlanter. Check-rowing may eliminate hand weeding.
^

Cvltivatlon .

'

Four to five times is the number of times the crop was cultivated

by 62 per cent of the growers, and 76 per cent weeded by hand once or

twice. One deep cultivation followed by shallow cultivation through

the entire season was practiced by most growers. Experimental evi-

dence is lacking in favor of ridging, and deep ridging may cut off

feeding roots of the plant.

«.;- . COST OF PRODUCING TOMATOES
-H l^

iXi

Records of the cost of producing tomatoes were secured from 117
growers* One hundred and eight 6f these records are included in the
following summary* The other nine records were not included because
irregularities in the method of producing the crop made direct com-
parison impossible.

The following factors were used in calculating the cost of pro-
duction:

Man labor was charged at 25 cents per hour, horse labor at 15
cents per hour, and truck and tractor at 85 cents per hour.

Manure was charged to the crop at 75 cents per ton. Commercial
fertilizer was all charged to the tomato crop.

Interest was charged at 5 per cent on the investment in land
and equipment. The investment in general farm machinery used was
prorated on the basis of total crop acreage in the farm. Ten per
cent depreciation was charged. on the investment in equipment.

The average investments per acre were $142,14 in land and $4,66
in equipment.

^ This does not include the value of trucks and tractors
since they were charged at the hourly rate.

The following table shows the man, horse, and truek and tractor
hours used in the production of an acre of tomatoes and the cost of
these operations calculated from the time required to perform them:

Growing plants
Hauling manure
Hauling fertilizer
Plowing
Discing
Harrowing
Rolling
Dragging
Applying fertilizer
Planting
TiSplanting
Spraying, dusting
Cultivating
Weeding
Picking :_j....

Hauling to market

Labor of growing

Total labor

Man



The total labor eost is $45.80 per acre, or 45,2 per cent of the
total cost per acre. Picking requires more labor than any other
operation. It represents 27.75 per cent of the labor cost by the
farm help on the tomato crop and, in addition, $11.76 was spent for
contract and day labor per acre. Hauling to market was the next most
costly operation. It represents 18.68 per cent of the total labor
charged and, in addition, $7.24 per acre was paid for hauling.

Cultivating and weeding accounts for 14.6 per cent of the labor
cost. There was considerable variation in this costV ^ By cultivating
at the proper time, four to five cultivations will produce the crop.
Sorae growers found six or seven cultivations necessary and hoeing
and weeding in addition.

The cost of planting and replanting was $4.90 per acre. The
following table shows the labor requirements for planting by
different methods used when all planting was done by one method:

planting
Truck and

Man Horse Tractor Replant-
Method Acreage Hours Hours Hours ing "' Cost

Hand 39.91 15.36 - .38* 1.28
, $3.85

Transplanter 59 * 8.83 - 3.32 1.71 5.46
Tractor

Transplanter * 383.47 10.77 10.64 .03* '
'".89 4.54

Horse
* Truck used to haul plants to field.

' Xs will be seen from the table on the following page, the cost
of harvesting and marketing is about half the total cost of producing
the crop. The labor of growing is 24 per cent of the total cost of
the crop. Cost of plants vary greatly depending on the source of the
plants. The plants for 21 acres were grown at home at an average
l^bor cost of $1.86 per acre. The other growers purchased all or part
of their plants for $8.45 per acre.

The following Items were actual cash expense in producing the
crop: .,j . -(.ij .

-
,

Cost of plants purchased $ 8.46
Cost of spray materials .46
Cost of fertilizer 11.44
Picking hired :- ^-- 11.76 ,^^^ ,,

Hauling hired ^ ^**-' 7,24 ^ '*

^ 39.36
V

Thus, 38.8 per cent of the total cost of producing the crop was
actual cash expense, 45.2 per cent was labor cost, and 14 per cent was
for overhead, manure, etc.
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'"'"At^c'f-lSLJ^?^:X?S^?;aV!«!*!"« °^°-" • Association -
R. R. Brader, Berwick -r

------- President
W. B. Mack, State College I o

" "Y^ce-President
'.K, uoxxege

Secretary-Treasurer

Vegetable hardening and Plant Breeding Field Day,
A 0.^?^*® College, Pa. ^*

.

August 12, 1938, 9 A.Mi, E.S.T.

have rl?elvld1 prel^K'^aS^oJ^f^''^'^.^^^''^^^' Association •

field day to be held^t tf^tS^S??^®'^®"* °^ *^® annual vegetable
scription of the different exDe?w^'?«?'' ""^f^"*

^^' ^ brief de!
inspected is presented heroSth??!"^ Pfojects which will be
you, as a guide fo? the toSr over tt rt,^""^^ *^^^ ^^^^^^^ ''"^
Meet at the Horticul^tS^e GrLSse^^'g i!l!,l?s1?^^^ ^

^
Pepper Variety Tt'I^t

^^-ntf'lToV^i^ea'l^^^^^^ Single plots of 30
planted twice, the second^ino Stt ? ?.^^' seedlings were trans- •

were set into the field on Jme^! 7
^^ ^""P^"" ^^^^' ^"^ Pl-^ts

Eg/?plant Variety Trial '^

~

spv^ It'thrSa^HiSf al\nlVir^t^' Plants were grown from seed
also were perforriritfhetanftine.^^^-''^'''^' ^^ other operations

Onion Var iety Trini '
'

"
. ,

into ?hf|][5l^?^ May'f%?o^'??cn- f*f "
Transpl.-mts were set

on January. 22. •

^' 5, grown fron seed soto in the groenliouse

'

.
.••..

^

• . .

Sunmer ,Snua5^h V^ri>-.f.y Tr.-i.i .

•

five strains are represented.

Bean Vari ety Trlr.Tfi ^

'

.,
,•

and ce??a£;^Ss'o?^i;S?.r?H ^^f^^^"^iiode plots on July 7'

seeded oS July 21^^
^^^^^^ ^^^ stands were unsatisfactory were>e-

Planted on July 7? ' ^^°^^ are , randomized. ' Beans were

r •••

li

}

if
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Experinent on Irrigation and Econoav of Fertilizers

«+n J^o°^*^ee sections are now being cropped, and the third ••

ciiie^f- -? Jf ^ the experiment next Spring. Each section con-

and wi?h ?^; J^^r °^ ^^ plots, each 18 x 2^ feet in dimension,
^L ^ tt^J^^^^ ^^^^^ strips between plots. The tiers are sJ
'^!^f!? !^^* one nozzle line niay supply irrigation for two tiersT
1^^. thSr,''?/f

®^ ^y ^^e^ ^°"^® ^^^ i^ ^S X 384 feet, or a littliless than 1/3 acre. Three different -rates of fertiliser applica-

tle?•^?he^a?S^'oJ^^^"?? "!^?'^ ^^^ replicated four ti^L iS^ach

aJ?e'of1-![6-rfe?ti??ze?!''°^ ""' °' ^°°' '°°°' ""^ '°°° ^^- ^^^

nnnZS''A f^^J'^"''
receives irrigation-sufficient to'""iaturate

' the
sl?^?nPho?^?^?? ""£ soil whenever the moisture content in the upper
^a?eJ lh/?M?H^f°^.^^ n^" e^^*' ^^^ °*^^^ Section is unirri-gated. The third Section, to be added next Spring, will be irri-

contenffffffi''?^
^?J

'^" ^^^^* ^^^^^^^^ wheSe^l'tJe moiltJ^econtent falls below 15 per cent.

«^^.w,^^°^®^^i°o c^?PPing is practiced, and 10 crops are being

bv JSu??f?oSpr^^h^?''V
spinach followed by carrots, peas followed

sLaebeJfieir^dMmatoes?"'' '^ '^""^' '^""^^ '''^^^^'^ ^^ ^^^^^^^

Cauliflower Variety Trials

Dlanted''on^?,'Jnf??^^
are represented by 100 plants each; seed waspiantea on June 11, seedlings were transplanted once in flats, andplants were set into the field on July I5.

xu ixdts, ana

Cabbage Variety Trials

,,^n
^^^^^ strains of cabbage of all leading types, including

Jfif^r;'"^?"??''^^*''?^''^' S'^^^y* ^^^ re<i varieties, are repfe-

fom on Lv''?9^''f%?^°*^ ^^^^ containing 50 plants! Seed £assown on May 12; seedlings were transplanted into fiats on May 22.

w??h^w*ir''^ '^* ^*^ ?^^ ^'^"^^ ^^ J^^ 16. Seed was traited
with 0^ ™^o ^?^, corrosive sublimate, and plants have been dustedwith 0.5 per cent derris (rotonone) dust.

Granular vs. Powdered F^rtiH:..or^ ^» Cabbage and Sweet Corn
„4

The sweet corn test is a duplicate of the one described nre-
S?n?i? ^""l ^^^^J^'

Marcross 6, and early hybrid, is the variety
^l^).^i' J°^,treatments are being compared on cabbage: (l) pow-derea broadcast; (2) granular broadcast; (3) powdered iA roi-U) granular in row. Rate of application'iA each is 1000 lb! of

"

4-12-4 per acre, and each treatment is replicated four times.

Insect and Disease Control on Cucumbers

rnn+io?^
treatments and a control are included, as follows:0-control; 1-calcium arsenate and gypsum (AlorcoJ • 1-lA- (2) c^-^i

tlTo T'iTo^^ n^ '%'"? '^'^' ^^) oSciur/arsenak, ceiitira^d'"
1^2'i7 (k^ n.ii<

'^'^Iciura arsenate, red copper oxide, and talc,
(k))hr>^Jfji^f'' arsenate,, copper oxychloride,- and talc, 1:2.-12:
[7^ itl^n J^^ rotenone), copper oxyohloride, and talc, 3:2:l6-
inl (9) ?ree''S?tch''?^?ri'%^^ ^^^i^' ?^^^' ^^5 bro.wn soiution-?^lc;
Plots consist^of^ h?^?^"*''^":^

Treatments are replicated 6 times,
^i^^ K 2 ^ ?^ ^ hills, at the corners of a 5-foot sauare- at^v^nfeet between plots. Variety A & C (Ace). .

square, seven

if

-3-

wateri

Cucumber and Melon Variety Trial

.nrfnn^.?ft'j"^
^^ cucumber, 25 of muskrielon, and I4 of early.lelon are represented in single plots. Seed was ulantPd in^n^Z r^t\f: "^^r^sT^ t^^i^ wer^tSilpL'n^^a^'in^o

insect control.
^.^^^i^' CO, 5^ rotenone) dust was used for

Toi-jato Spraying F.yp nT'-irr.^r,^-

have been sprayed S?oe a wl-ek stooe
'^ "" " ^"'"^ ^' '^'^ *'^'^*=

6 tlis!"lhere lre-''^4en*LrS?'i?l.?^ ^2 ^^^'^ <=^°'^' replicated

o - Basicop, 5 lb. to 50 gal. ?

7 - Coiper arsenate, 3 lb. to 50 gal.

Toiuato Plant Source Test
Rutgers tohiato plants were secured f-nr^r- ic ,n*>^from which Pennsvlvani i ^t..« r^t^

bocurta iron 15 different sources
during the cS??lnt Jeasr-n p^ ^V'

canneries obtained plants
Nev; jSrsey, anrPenSsnv^nia l?!f.^\r""^^^^^^.^^^^^ '

Maryland, -

frame spotted, and^^inl Si'^fi^^r^r''? P^^^ts; frame seedling, •

Plants Ire JeJreSonC^d L^Q;.Sup?iSated'%^n'' ^f^^^^ouse-grovm'
wore set into field on May ?6 in^ ht.! A

^^^o^-^i^ed tests. Plants
oxide (Cuprocide 54)? ^ * ^^^"^ ^®®" sprayed with cuprous

I

ft

't

(May 26), viith onr -,int t^^ IV' f^ ?* "^^ tiue of transplanting

1. Aano-phos (11-48) 1 02. per -al. •

4. 3uperphosphate^li_o..; oal,nlt^o° foz?^a„a. potassiu. nitrate
'

5. Superphosphate 2 oz., potassium nitrate * oz -^r^ ,ni6. Superphosphate 2 oz., muriate of cotSsh f/? ;,' ^''^\
7. Superphosphate 3 -and '2/3 oz! per ^al

^ ' ^ ''^- P^"" ^^^•
8. ."/ater (check)

y^. ptr ^,ai.
_

l«

Treatments are in quadruplicate, randomized.
»»
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^^^^^WfeMrfeHTiweet corn 'strains, including open-polli-

nated and hybrid types, are represented in duplicate plots ox

20 hills each, planted on June 10.

#

Potato Nutrition Experiment
. ^ , . ., . „„^4..Ti^A-P pv

Seventy-two treatments are involvea in this vertilizer ex-

periment, which was begun in 1917, and which foriaerly incluaed

three other sections on which cabbage, tomatoes, and sweet corn

were grovm. Leaf sanples are taken periodically from representa-

tive plots to deteraine the course of nutrition of plants as

influenced by the soil and the fertilizer applied.

Peppers
'

,-,^. *> tn
The breeding plot consists of 36 tests and selections of 19

leading commercial varieties and 166 selections of a cross of Cali-

fornia Wonder Bell by Harris Earliest. These are in the third to

eighth generations of the cross. The commercial varieties are as

follows:
1. Harris Earliest
2. " "

3. n «

4. California Wonder Bell—Associated Seed Growers
5.' « " " Selections
6. " " " "
rf\ It tt n H

8. Calwonder—Associated Seed Growers
9. Rocky Ford—Burrell

10. Early Giant—Selection fi\^; Hw^rfifa* strdlii
11. King of th| North—Harris
12. " " "' " Selections
13. World Beater—Si.jon
14. " «• Selection
15. " " Special—Siijon
16.

I'
" ?' Selection

17. Marvelous—Schell
18. " Selection
19. Red Oshkosh—Eastern States Farmers' Exchange
20. Yellow Oshkosh—Selection
21.
22.
23.
2/^.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

\

tt
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Celery Variety Trial
^

Forty-five strains representing all of the leading commercial
types. Seed was soym on March 30, and seedlings v/ere planted in
the field on Jione 28. Plants were treated with copper-lime dust
in the- plant bed, and have been sprayed every week with cuprous
oxide suspension (Cuprocide S^-)

•

'

Granular vs. Powdered Fertilizer on Sweet Com
Two treatments are ccmpared, (1) powdered fertilizer and

(2) granular fertilizer. Both are applied in a single band along-
side the row, at the rate of 500 lb. to the acre. The analysis
of both is 4,-12-4, and the composition (formula) of the two fer-
tilizers is the same. Treatments are replicated six times. The
variety is Golden Cross Bantam.

Greenhouse Tomato Nutrition Experiment
This experiment,, carried on during the past four seasons,

consists of 40 plots on which combinations of different plant
nutrient elements and manure are compared. The outstanding
importance of nitrogen in the nutrition of the tomato, particu-
larly of the spring crop, has been brought out. The variety is
Marglobe. •":

f :
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publication of the Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers' Association
ft. C» Thompson, Morrisville ----__._ president
S 5* ?/^*^^^' Berwick - Vice-President
W. B. Mack, state College Secretary-Treasurer

Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers' Association
program for January 17 and 18, 1939
Farm show Building, Harrisburg, Pa.

Tuesday, January 17, 1939

Chairman: a. C. Thompson, president, Morrisville, Pa.

9:00 A.M. Research with Vegetables at the Pennsylvania State
college, Discussion: W. B. Mack, state College, Pa.

9:^0 A.M. Reducing soil Losses in Southeastern Pennsylvania.
Stanley q. Becker, Bristol, Pa.
Discussion: v. S. Peterson and Frank C. Bamer
(Illustrated), state College, pa.

10:00 A.M. Green Manure Crops, Discussion: Gilbert s. WattsBellwood, Pa.
I

11:00 A.M. Meeting Maryland problems in Vegetable Growing,
C. H. Mahoney, university of Maryland, College park, Md

12:00 Noon Lunch

Chairman: r. r. Brader, Vice-President, Berwick, Pa.

1:00 P.M. Business session

1:30 P.M. Marketing "sweet Nut" Celery (Illustrated),
R. B. Donaldson, state College, Pennsylvania
Discussion: Edward Fleming, Andalusia, Pa.

2:00 P.M. Reorganization Plans for the Philadelphia ProduceMarket, R. b. Donaldson
Discussion: Rowland r. Comly, Bustleton, Pa.

2:30 P.M. Insects of 1938 with Suggestions for 1939.
J. 0. pepper, state College, Pa.

3:15 P.M. Methods of Applying Fertilizer, Cultivating, andTillage, A. C. Thompson, King Farms, Norrisville, pa.

\
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Wednesday, January 18. 1959

Ghairman: a. C. Thompson, president.

9:00 A.!!. Starting seedlings in Sand with Liquid Nutrients,
A.M. porter, storrs, Conn. '

10:00 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

i. -^

lllluSrateJr\^r''i''f
Experiments and Demonstrations,

State JoS^gl; ?;t
^^"^ ^^^ ^^^^* ^•^- Kuffington,

Cha?l?S°T?fr*p?'*H''fi?''°S^^^ (Illustrated)
,onaries Ifft, Biglerville, pa.

Discussion: w. B. Nissley, state College, pa.

Vegetable Disease Control Methods in New York

i?haca!''N!^Y.
^^^""^^^ ^^-""PP' Cornell University,

11:30 A.M. Pennsylvania Vegetable Disease Control Program-Discussion; R. s. Kirby. state College, If, '

12:00 Noon, Lunch

Chairman: Robert Rahn, Oeigertown, Pa.

1:00 p.K. Qj^i^k Freezing and Canning in Relation to theChanging Markets, prank app, Bridgeton, r. J.

2:00 P.M. Awar^l^f Pennsylvania Vegetable Growers' Association
o^fliJ ? ^ *° Ten-Ton Tomato Growers, Robert DSchenkel Greencastle, President, Pennsylvania owners
Tln-Ton^ToS^t^ciub ?' ''f'J'^^^l^

Quarr^viSe? IT^IZL,
Vegel:Sin?o':.'rsV\S°riatiL!' ''^ ^^-^ylvania

2:30 p.n. St^d^J^ijing varieties and strains of Vegetables.
A-i-^ porter, storrs, Conn.

3:00 P.M. vegetable seed Strains and sources for PennsylvaniaDiscussion: Harry Hopkins, ciarks Summit, Pa.
'
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